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examination. Although there are no laboratory tests specifically for diagnosing personality disorders, the doctor can use various diagnostic tests to de-treat a physical disease as the cause of the symptoms. If the doctor finds a physical reason for symptoms, he or she is a psychiatrist or psychologist, who
can referre people to health professionals who are specially trained to diagnose and treat mental illnesses. Psychiatrists and psychologists use interview and evaluation tools specifically designed to evaluate a person for a personality disorder. It was last reviewed by a medical professional at the
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medical center. It helps support our advertising mission on our site. We support non-Cleveland Clinic products or services. Politics Historically, health professions have not always agreed on how best to conceptualize, categorize and define personality disorders. Although there are still very different views,
there has been a growing consensus following the publication of definitions of ICD-10 (World Health Organization 1992) and DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association 1994) personality disorder. In 2003, the Department of Health, together with the National Institute of Mental Health in england, produced
Personality Disorder: A Diagnosis of Exclusion (National Institute of Mental Health in England 2003). It outlined the government's plan for providing mental health services (general and judicial) for people diagnosed with personality disorder and stressed the importance of a suitable person's practitioners
with personality disorder determination and evaluation skills to treat difficulties. Personality disorders are common situations (Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid 2006a), by definition, a long-term course usually associated with poor outcome (Reference StoneStone 1993; Reference Skodol, Gunderson
and SheaSkodol 2005) and increased mortality (Reference Harris and BarracloughHarris 1998). In a general population study of British households, Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid et al (2006a) found a weighted prevalence of 4.4% for the diagnosis of any personality disorder. The predominant
prevalence for each personality disorder is between 0.06 and 1.9%, obsessive-compulsive, avoiding, the most common of syzoid and borderline personality disorders. Addicted and syzotippal personality disorders were the least common (the study did not detect cases of histrionic or narcissistic
personality disorder, suggesting that these disorders are particularly rare in the general population). Comorbidities are common in personality disorders; therefore, it is possible to meet the diagnostic criteria for multiple subselements of personality disorder in patients with personality disorder. Reference
Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid et al (2006a) sample had only one personality disorder 54%, 22% had two personality disorders, 11% had three personality disorders and 14% had personality disorders between four and eight. In a non-clinical sample, all personality disorders except schizophrenia were more
common in men than in women (Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid 2006a); however, in clinical samples, women with borderline personality disorder are more likely to receive treatment (Reference Tyrer, Seivewright and TyrerTyrer 2000). The prevalence of personality disorder is increasing in people
who are unemployed, divorced or separated, living in urban areas and from lower socioeconomic groups (Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid 2006a). Antisocial personality disorder is common in criminal justice settings. In the UK prison population, the prevalence of antisocial personality disorder is
estimated to be 63% in male detainees, 49% in male inmates and 31% in female inmates (Reference Singleton, Meltzer and GatwardSingleton 1998). Personality disorder is also often comorbid with other mental illness. There are strong associations between Cluster B personality disorders (antisocial,
borderline, histrionic and narcissistic) and psychotic, affectional and anxiety disorders. There is also a strong relationship between Cluster C personality disorders (dependent, obsessive-compulsive and avoidive) and emotional and anxiety disorders (Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid 2006a). Both
psychiatric and out-patients have a high prevalence of personality disorder - it is estimated that there is a 50% order. The prevalence of personality disorders, which is considered to be 70% in patients with substance use and eating disorders, is high (Reference MoranMoran 2002). Multiple personality
disorders it may have a worse outcome for mental illnesses that occur together (Reference Tyrer, Seivewright and TyrerTyrer 2000; Reference Newton-Howes, Tyrer and JohnstonNewton-Howes 2006) and can also increase the risk of psychotic disease violence (Reference Moran, Walsh and TyrerMoran
2003). This is accepted because in cases where personality disorder occurs with mental illness, it may require adaptation of treatment or adaptation of how it is achieved (Reference Tyrer and SimmondsTyrer 2003; Reference Dowsett and CraissatiDowsett 2007). ICD-10 definition of personality disorder:
a serious disorder of the characterological constitution and behavioral activities of the individual, usually involving various areas of personality, and almost always associated with significant personal and social deterioration [World Health Organization 1992: p. 202]. In DSM-IV, it is defined as follows: a
permanent pattern of intrinsic experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the expectations of an individual's culture, is widespread and inflexible, has a onset in adolescence or early adulthood, is stable over time and leads to distress or deterioration [American Psychiatric Association 1994: p.
629]. Despite minor differences, these two definitions are generally similar and share several components: the disorder should be problematic for the individual or others; common in a number of cases; is permanent throughout its life; and the deterioration of both behavior and emotions. In DSM–IV,
disorders can be broken into three sets: Cluster A (single or eccentric disorders); cluster B (dramatic disorders); and cluster C (anxious or fearful disorders). There are nine categories of personality disorders in ICD-10 and ten categories in DSM-IV (Table 1). TABLE 1 ICD-10 and DSM-IV personality
disorders cluster DSM-IV ICD-10 A: Odd/eccentric Paranoid: Deliberately derogatory or threatening paranoid interpretation of other actions: Hypersensitivity, preoccupied with conspiratorial descriptions of events, self-referential Schizoid persistent tendency: social relationships and emotional experiences
and expression Schizoid limited range indifference: Emotional coldness, dedist, lack of interest in others, Eccentricity and introverted fantasy Schizotypal: Interpersonal kinship deficit with ideasion traits, strange beliefs and thinking, unusual appearance and behavior categorized rather than a personality
disorder b (Schizotypal Disorder, F21) B: Dramatic Antisocial: Ignoring and violating the rights of others Widespread pattern Dissocial: Not called for dissocial ainity and irritability of others, and inability to make permanent relationships Borderline: Widespread instability interpersonal relationships and selfimage associated with marked impulsivity, fear of abandonment, identity disorder and repetitive suicidal behavior Emotionally unstable border type: Uncertainty over self-image, obligation to be involved in intense and unstable relationships, and repetitive threats of self-harm Emotionally unstable impulsive
type: Inability to control anger, preplannation or thinking before actions, unpredictable mood and quay behaviors hisnitriotrio: Excessive sensing and attention-seeking, Suggestability and superficiality Histrionics: Longing for excitement with self-dramatization, shallow mood, self-centeredness and constant
manipulative behavior Narcissistic: Widespread grandeur, lack of empathy, lack of arrogance and necessity for excessive admiration Not Defined C: Anxious/ Fear Preventative: Widespread social discomfort, negative evaluation and fear of timidity, feelings of inadequacy in social situations Anxious
(avoiding) : Constant tension, self-consciousness, exaggeration of risks and dangers , hypersensitivity to rejection due to insecurity and restricted lifestyle Dependent: Depends on persistent dependent and obedient behavior: Not taking responsibility for actions, When obedience of the personal needs of
others, the constant need for reassurance and feelings of helplessness and excessive dependence end obsessive-compulsive: It is preoccupied with regularity, perfectionism and inefficiency: It is necessary to plan in the detail of indecision, doubt, over-attention, pedantry, hardness and maturation There
are two broad approaches to the classification of personality disorder: categorical and dimensional. Categorical classification resents largely clinical psychiatry and uses clear operational criteria to identify behavioral elements of personality disorder, and shows that each personality disorder qualitatively
represents a different clinical syndrome. This approach is used in both DSM-IV and ICD-10. Categorical classification has a number of fundamental problems. It focuses heavily on behavioral traits while ignoring underlying psychopathology. As a number of different behavioral criteria can characterize a
disorder, this system provides heterogeneity. Categorical systems have arbitrary interruptions to classify the disorder. In addition, some information obtained by the personality profile is lost in a categorical system. There is minimal empirical support to the perspective that irregular personalities can be
captured according to different categories, that there should be a quantitative distinction compared to the alternative point of view, that personality disorders should be with each other with continuity, mental disorders and normal personality functioning. A the approach reflects this point of view. Normal
variation at one end and personality traits and opinions throughout a continuity with personality disorder at the other end are based on personality. At the heart of any discussion about the evaluation of personality is the difficulty in identifying, conceptualizing and categorizing any discomfort. Part of this
difficulty is caused by the disorder itself. For example, who is best placed to report a person's personality: a person or a whistleblower who has no insight into how he interferes with the functioning of his personality can experience the effects of an individual's negative personality traits but has no insight
into that person's subjective world? Another part of the difficulty is due to the definition of each of the personality disorders, some personality traits appear in the definition of multiple personality disorders (e.g. avoidance of contact with others may be associated with both symoid and avoidance personality
disorders). Such overlap requires the auditor not only to describe the behavior, but also to question its meaning or purpose (for example, a person with syzoid personality traits avoids contact with others, because they are not interested in having relationships with them, while a person with avoidative
personality traits wants to contact others, but avoids it due to feelings of insurmy and anxiety). To add confusion, personality disorder is a highly comorbid condition that often occurs in combination with mental illnesses and substance use disorders (Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid 2006a). People
with mental impairment may have specific problems in assessing personality disorder (Reference Alexander and CoorayAlexander 2003; Reference Mason Mason 2007) or severe mental illness (Reference Tyrer, Strauss and CicchetiTyrer 1983; Reference Moran, Walsh and TyrerMoran 2003).
Personality can be briefly evaluated as part of a standard psychiatric evaluation. However, it is specifically designed for a growing number of personality assessments of vehicles. Several factors contributed to this development. In the U.S. in 1980, the American Psychiatric Association officially recognized
personality disorder as a separate and separate region by giving it a separate axis within the DSM - Axis II. This led to increased clinical and research interest in personality disorder and increased need for evaluation tools. In the field of psychology, the fields of personality and psychopathology have
developed along separate paths for decades, but in recent years their relationship has become the focus of much research. In the understanding of psychopathology, it was accepted that the information that was put into the normal personality structure and personality dimensions could be used.
Evaluation and Personality disorder is closely linked and therefore it is important to take into account in both areas before deciding how best to assess personality disorder. In the United Kingdom in 1994, the Psychopathic Disorder Working Group recommended that standard assessments recommending
'multiple method criteria' should be used for the evaluation of severe personality disorder (Reference ReedReed 1994). A postal survey was conducted to assess how severe personality disorder is assessed in secure services and how assessments are assessed compared with these recommendations
(Reference Milton 2000). This survey found that only 40% of responders conducted an official assessment. Personality structure and evaluation of cognitive and emotional styles were more common than structured diagnostic tools or interpersonal function ratings. This shows that even in specialist
centers, there are wide differences in both the assessment of personality disorder and the evaluation tools used. Important factors in the evaluation of personality disorder will affect which is most appropriate for these various evaluation methods, the current setting, purpose and time for evaluation. The
assessment to ensure the correct diagnosis requires a different emphasis on assessing the motivation to participate in treatment or from the recognizability of conformity to a particular treatment model. Evaluation tools often provide more accurate diagnosis, but give less information about other factors,
such as how the interpersonal functioning of the individual actually affects them, the presence of comorbidability or response to previous treatments. The assessment, conducted in line with the principles of the National Health Service's approach to the care program, attaches importance to the following
areas (Reference Bennett, Sampson, McCubbin and TyrerBennett 2006: p. 284): • risk of harm to oneself and others • the presence of other mental health problems • the complexity of one's personality difficulties • the level of burden and/or distress placed on other family members or institutions. A good
psychiatric history provides the auditor with valuable information about the history of problematic behavior. A better understanding of problematic interpersonal functioning can be obtained from educational, employment and relationship backgrounds. It is important to investigate how long problems have
been present, changes in difficulties, previous treatment and the effectiveness of the treatment. Other previous or current mental health problems and substance abuse should be investigated. Part of the difficulty in evaluating personality disorder is that a person's presentation can vary largely depending
on the current effect or symptomatics of DSM Axis I (mental illness). Therefore, it is usually useful to make an assessment on several interviews. This allows To be more confident that the presentation of the interviewer patient reflects personality tradies rather than the current mental state. It should also
be remembered that the fluctuation in presentation may be a feature of personality disorder (e.g. emotional lability in border personality disorder). A clinical interview offers an opportunity to observe the patient's interaction with the interviewer. The interviewer has the opportunity to reflect not only the
content of the response, but also emotional expression and any nonveranced communication. The patient's response to the auditor and the emotions evoked in the auditor also report the auditor's coma of the patient's interpersonal functioning and difficulties. In addition to improving the understanding of
an individual's problems, it is important to provide the opportunity to determine which part of their interpersonal functioning causes them the most trouble and what they want to change or want to change. A common understanding of a patient's treatment goals helps to form a positive therapeutic alliance.
Because it affects treatment and management, it is important to learn about high-risk behaviors towards the singer and others. There are some limitations in the evaluation of personality disorder compared to clinical interviewing, evaluation of other mental disorders. The interviewer is not only interested in
recording symptoms and clinical features as standard; in particular, it should evaluate incompatible behaviors, its impact on the individual and others, their attitudes and relationships with others, and social functioning in all areas of one's life over a long period of time. The interviewer should evaluate both
the current functioning of the individual and its normal functioning throughout their lives. Some individuals, especially those with cluster B personality disorders, exaggerate their difficulties; others minimize them. Our experience is useful for completing a clinical interview with a more structured assessment
to gain a better understanding of a person's problems. In addition to clinical interview and structured evaluation information, it is also advantageous to use information from sources other than the patient. Often a patient has the difficulty of recognizing aspects of themselves that are the most problematic
and sometimes stronger to identify these personality traiities of family or friends. Of course, information from an informant may also not be entirely reliable; the informant's explanations may be influenced by his relationships with the patient or his own personality traits. Also, whistleblowers will often be able
to provide information about the patient's behavior, but not their emotions. Resources, such as previous records, can be add to the assessment and be useful in supporting or refuting identified issues. the disorder can be evaluated in various ways, including self-report, checklists and structured clinical
interviewing. A large number of tools can be used to help the clinicians in making a diagnosis. These differ in both reliability and validity. The validity of an instrument is the degree to which it measures the true concept it claims. This usually requires comparison with a gold standard measure. It is difficult to
assess the validity of a particular instrument, as there is currently no accepted gold standard measure in the assessment of personality disorder. Reliability is the scope of the understandability with evaluators (interrater reliability) or subsequent tests (test-re-test reliability). In general, structured clinical
interviewing is considered more robust than self-reporting surveys, as it tends to overreport personality pathology compared to more detailed structured clinical evaluation (Reference Hunt and AndrewsHunt 1992; Reference Clark, Harrison and LivesleyClark 2001). Giving a detailed description of all
available tools is beyond the scope of this article, but Box 1 lists the most frequently used tools; a small number of them are described below in more depth. Readers who want more information are advised to contact reference Tyrer, Seivewright and TyrerTyrer (2000) or Reference Livesley (2001). BOX 1
Structured personality disorder assessment tools Structured categorical (diagnostic) assessments Observer-grade structured interview Self-rated survey • Personality Diagnostic Survey (Reference HylerHyler 1994) Structured interview – other sources Structured dimensional assessments Observergraded interview Self-grade survey Structured assessments Interview • Clinical interview • Psychodynamic formulation Other Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-II (Reference Butcher, Dahlstrom and GrahamButcher 1989) is a self-report measure of global psychopathology consisting of 567
true/false elements that provide information about symptoms and interpersonal relationships. It certainly does not define personality dimensions, but explains the different characteristics, co-living and different severity of personality. This tool takes about 60-90 minutes to complete. This is a self-reporting
tool consisting of 175 items that require true/false responses. It is designed to help practitioners assess the presence of DSM-IV Axis II disorders, as well as other clinical syndromes such as anxiety, alcohol addiction, and post-traumatic stress disorder (Reference Millon and DavisMillon 1997). It takes
about 25 minutes to complete. International Personality Disorder Examination (IpDE) (Reference Loranger, Sartorius and AndreoliLoranger 1994) by WHO and U.S. National is a semi-structured clinical interview. is an interview. Health joint program on psychiatric diagnosis and classification (World Health
Organization 1995). IPDE is organized in a way that works to provide an optimal balance between spontaneous, natural clinical interviewing and the requirements of objectism. The questions are arranged under six headings: work, senam, interpersonal relationships, influences, reality testing and impulse
control. Each question evaluates a criterion or partial criterion in the DSM-IV or ICD-10 classification system. This evaluation tool examines for the presence or absence of a personality disorder and also results in a dimensional score on each disorder. It takes about 2-4 hours to manage IPDE. There is
also a self-driving screening survey version of IPDE (World Health Organization 1995). This requires less time and expertise but produces a higher level of false positive. The use of such an instrument provides an interviewer to focus on highlighted areas and screen out cases of no personality disorder.
This five-factor personality model is the result of years of discussion and research between scientists such as Cattell, Eysenck and Guildford and psychometrics (Reference McCrae and JohnMcCrae 1992). Five factors are neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, pleasant and conscientious. It
is a dimensional model in which personality disorder can be interpreted as an incompatible variance of personality. It has been claimed that the dimensional approach to the evaluation of personality disorder is theoretically superior. However, while this model offers an explanation of various personality
processes, it does not provide an explanation of the behavior offered by the patient. Inventory is a self-report checklist that takes about 5-10 minutes to complete. The Personality Evaluation Program (Reference Tyrer, Alexander and CicchettiTyrer 1979) is another feature-based approach to the evaluation
of personality. It is also a semi-structured assessment that uses information from a collateral source and takes 30-40 minutes to complete. It evaluates 24 characteristics such as conscientiousness, aggression and impulsivity, which are brought together in a five-person style: normal, passive dependent,
sociopathic, anantic (compulsive) and symoid. Several studies have also found good interrater reliability (Reference Tyrer, Cicchetti and CaseyTyrer 1984) and also its validity compared to other widely used tools. Patients with a diagnosed personality disorder often have more personality disorders and
other dysfunctional personality traits and mental health problems. In psychiatric history, the presence of comorbidity should be investigated and additional evaluation tools should be applied to check for further personality disorders. A structured clinical evaluation tool such as Structured Clinical Interview
DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (Reference First, Spitzer and WilliamsFirst 1997) can increase the determination of comorbid mental health problems. Understanding the effect of diagnosed personality disorder on its type and functioning is an indicator of the severity of the disease. The concept of severe
personality disorder is particularly relevant in the field of specialist personality disorder services and forensic psychiatry. However, there is no standard way to save this from DSM-IV or ICD-10. Many studies have noticed that patients with heavier personality disorders tend to have a fewer number of
personality disorder diagnoses than those with less serious disorders (Reference Dolan, Evans and NortonDolan 1995). Disorder severity is also considered greater in those with disorders in multiple clusters. Some individuals have problematic personality traits but cannot reach the threshold for the
diagnosis of a particular disorder. Nevertheless, they may still experience pronounced interpersonal dysfunction and often show increased vulnerability under stress. Reference Tyrer and JohnsonTyrer &amp; Johnson (1996) proposed a system that divides the severity of personality disorder into five
levels ranging from 0 (no personality disorder) to 4 (severe personality disorder) (Table 2). They describe severe personality disorder as common personality abnormalities in multiple clusters, resulting in gross social deterioration. TABLE 2 Classification of personality disorder Level Diagnostic
Characteristics 0 No personality disorder 1 Personality disorder 1 Personality difficulty To meet possible diagnosis (DSM–IV) and three diagnostic criteria for paranoid, symoid, histrionic, anantiketic and/or anxious personality disorder and two criteria for dissocial, impulsive and/or borderline personality
disorder (ICD-10) 2 Simple personality disorder If you have either single personality disorder or multiple personality disorders, all personality disorders are within the same set 3 Complex personality disorders Disorders from different clusters of two or more individuals 4 Evaluation of personality disorder
that causes gross social disorders often comes before decisions about treatability and whether the individual is suitable for a specific intervention. Interventions such as cognitive-behavioral programs require a certain level of intellectual ability. If a program or treatment intervention is too intellectually
difficult for an individual, they may not benefit from it. It is also likely to have a negative impact on their confidence and self-respect, possibly exacerbating problematic behavior. Usually the level of intellectual functioning of clinical interviewing will give some indication. This must be met Many factors,
including this current mental state, education and cultural impacts, may be affected. A formal assessment is valuable for predicting whether an individual can potentially benefit from a particular treatment. Many patients diagnosed with personality disorder are far from treatments and services. There are
consequences. Studies examining the non-completion of treatment programs in both society and institutions, criminal populations, found that non-complementary people were more likely to commit crimes than those who had not received treatment (Reference McMurran and TheodosiMcMurran 2007). A
number of explanations are presented, including low motivation, resistance and low resyn upsem. The reference describes Howells and DayHowells &amp; Day (2007) as 'ready for treatment': the presence of characteristics (states or trends) within the client, or the therapeutic condition that is likely to
encourage participation in treatment, and therefore promote therapeutic change. They suggested that readiness is a function of both internal (patient) and external (context) factors. Internal factors include know-how, influence, willpower, behavior and identity. External factors include conditions, location,
opportunity, resources, support and available treatment. Internal factors that suggest a more level of readiness for treatment include: a positive assessment of the treatment intervention offered; the ability to trust others; capacity to express emotions and reflect emotional states; medium (but not
overwhelming) boredom; experience more guilt than shame; And a belief that change is possible. The diagnosis of personality disorder is often seen as humiliating, so an important part of the assessment should be the determination of strong and protective factors of the individual. These can be revealed
in the clinical story and by some evaluation tools and should be emphasized by both the patient and the clinicians: successful treatment requires the management of problematic functioning and the creation and development of positive qualities of the individual. Patients with personality disorders have an
increased risk of harming themses and others (Reference StoneStone 1993; National Institute of Mental Health in England 2003). While the magnitude and causes of this increased risk are unclear, it should only be agreed that a minority poses a risk to others. Patients with B cluster personality disorders
are at higher risk of committing crimes than the general population, but this increased risk is not found in those with cluster A and C personality disorders (Reference Coid, Yang and TyrerCoid 2006a). Antisocial personality disorder and violent crime (Reference Coid, Yang and 2006b), but given the
characteristics of this disorder include outbursts of anger, adherement to social norms and a lack of concern for others, perhaps this is not surprising. Despite the relationship between Cluster B personality disorders and violence, most people with personality disorders, including half of those with antisocial
personality disorders, have no history of violent behavior (Reference Coid, Yang and RobertsCoid 2006b). Risk assessmentFootnote † an important part of any psychiatric evaluation and should include an assessment of the risk to both oneself and others. The depth and breadth of the risk assessment
depends on specific clinical conditions when assessing a person with a possible personality disorder, but factors in Box 2 should be taken into account. Historical, Clinical and Risk Management scale (HCR-20; Reference Webster, Douglas and EavesWebster 1997) may have a certain clinical benefit
(Reference Doyle and DolanDoyle 2006; Reference Mining Mine 2007). Factors to consider during evaluation • Demographic factors • Current social situation • Current presentation • Psychosocial stresses • Previous history of violence and self-harm • Previous response to treatment/supervision • Level of
social support • Anger • Impulsivity • Substance abuse • Presence or absence of mental illness (Reference Doyle and DolanDoyle 2006) Compliance in assessing the risk of harm to others, especially in people with personality disorders Psychopathy List Control – Revised PC-RL; Reference HareHare
2003). This assessment tool is those during hare's change of reference CleckleyCleckley's (1976) definition of psychopathy to operational the concept of clinical psychopathy. Compared to non-psychopathic offenders, those with psychopathy (as assessed by PCL-R) begin to commit crimes at an earlier
age, commit more crimes, commit more crimes, and are more likely to commit crimes (Reference Harris, Rice and CormierHarris 1991; Reference Hart, Cooke, Forth and HareHart in 1998). Psychopathy is a clinical concept that meets the general DSM-IV criteria for personality disorder, alwithout taking
part in ICD-10 or DSM-IV as a category of personality disorder. Antisocial behaviors can be considered a more serious form of antisocial/dissocial personality disorder accompanied by emotional deficits such as callousness and lack of empathy (Reference HareHare 1996). There is growing evidence that
psychopathy may have a specific neurobiological basis (Reference BlairBlair 2003). PCL-R evaluates the characteristics of psychopathic personality on the basis of patient interview and your previous records. Although clinical evaluation is needed, trained raters have reliable scores yield and test-re-test
reliability are also high (Reference HareHare 2003). The outcome of the PCL-R assessment can have negative consequences for the individual, such as exclusion from treatment programs or its harsher disposal by the criminal justice system. Therefore, it is important that the evaluation is carried out for a
specific purpose and that all the results of an assessment are shared with each other before they are undertaken. One of the benefits of identifying high-risk behaviors is that it helps identify treatment goals. The criminal justice system in England and Wales has shown increased interest in personality
disorder as a result of the government's Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder (DSPD) programme Footnote † (www.dspdprogramme.gov.uk). The DSPD programme was established after a number of high-profile cases in the UK focused publicly on the potential risk presented to the public by
individuals with personality disorders (Reference FeeneyFeeney 2003). 'Dangerous and severe personality disorder' is not a clinical diagnosis. Instead, it is a descriptive term that contains both psychiatric and social references, applied to a small number of people who are considered potentially eligible for
this treatment program. The Ministry of Health has identified this group as 'people with a severely identifiable personality disorder [over the age of 18] who pose a high risk to other people due to serious antisocial behaviour caused by their disorder (Ministry of Health 2004). Being with a personality
disorder and at high risk of harming others can have significant consequences, such as long-term imprisonment (Reference Morris, Gibbon and DugganMorris 2007). Although the purpose of the official risk assessment is to provide a means of identifying and estimating the possible risks that the individual
poses to both himself and others, it should be used in teaming up with risk management. This includes interpreting assessment tools for monitoring both dynamic and static risk factors and determining appropriate treatment and/or supervision for the individual. Personality disorders are common conditions
that have an impact on the functioning of the individual and other mental health problems in all areas. It is important to make a detailed diagnosis of both the diagnosis of personality disorder(s) and the non-compatibility features on display, along with the evidence on which this is based. An accurate
explanation of the disorder is an important prerequisite for provideing appropriate treatment. Personality disorder is a highly comorbid condition and it is important to make a systematic attempt to assess other personality disorders, mental illnesses and the patient. disorders. The ultimate goal of the
assessment is to reach a common understanding of the patient and their difficulties so that the patient and professional can work collaboratly on common treatment goals. Part of this assessment should focus on the patient's strong and protective factors. 1 Patients diagnosed with personality disorder:
usually with multiple personality disorders b rarely have evidence of mental illness c schizophrenia d is less likely to worsen than the mortality of the general population e causing all causes to recover faster than major mental illnesses such as d. 2 Regarding the use of assessment tools: self-reporting
tools tend to produce a higher percentage of false negatives than structured clinical interviews b their confidence expresses the extent to which an instrument actually measures the trait it claims to measure c validity d means whether a good assessment tool uses questions that are easily understood by
the patient. There's an informant. 3 Regarding the diagnosis of personality disorder: ICD-10 and DSM-IV is a dimensional approach b narcissistic personality disorder ICD-10 appears but dsm-IV c personality is a reliable diagnosis and personality disorder is a derogatory label, d is a diagnosis that does
not help to cause dangerous and severe personality disorder to ICD-10 in terms of validity and reliability, structured clinical interview personality disorder is the most robust way to evaluate personality disorder. 4 Examples of structured categorical personality evaluation tools include: International
Personality Disorder Examination b NEO Five-Factor Inventory c Thematic Appalging Test d Global Functioning scale e Adult Appane interview. 5 Factors that indicate a more positive involvement in treatment include: shame b negative appearance of treatment available c severe distress d guilt e difficulty
in trusting others. 1 2 3 4 5 a a f a t a f e e f f
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